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was retrospective in nature, and no randomized controlled studies are
available in the literature. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, the
criteria to define type I and II VCD are not precisely defined in the

literature. There is a concern that the analyses of this study may be
affected by the heterogeneity of the definition of type I and II VCD. For
example, in patients with type I and II VCD, the criteria for the outcome
measurements were not the same among the studies. The most critical
problem is that data on the quality of life outcomes are not available.

Conclusion {#sec1_5} ========== In patients with VCD,
preoperative lower lacrimal and salivary flow were significantly lower in
patients with type II VCD than in those with type I VCD, and the amount

of flow was significantly related to the size of the stenosis. Improved
BMFI at 3 months was demonstrated in patients with type I and II VCD,

and a higher BMFI after surgery was significantly associated with a large
stenosis and greater improvement in lower eyelid epiphora. Disclosure
Statement {#sec1_6} ==================== There are no

conflicts of interest. ![Expression of lacrimal and salivary flow in patients
with type I and type II VCD before and after treatment. **a** A

decreased lacrimal flow score (1, 2) and a salivary flow score (1, 2) were
found in patients with type II VCD. **b** An increased lacrimal flow

score (1, 2, 3) and a salivary flow e79caf774b
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Release Notes. AutoIt is an automation and scripting language written in
C++. The main goal of this software is to Make Windows scripts more

fun and usable. It is a scripting language, allowing to program and
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